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Meua-Buildings: 

High-Rise Rack Storage warehouses

. u ard to Firefighters

Fires in These Buildings Pose a Serious r1.az 

Ai, engine company arrives at the
cene of a large warehouse at 10 
.M. for an automatic alarm. It is 

a Tuesday and the warehouse appears to 
be operating with tractor-trailers lined up 
waiting to be loaded. The .firefighter are 
familiar with the warehouse, occupying 
400,000 square feet in a rectangular shape. 
The construction is Type II unprotected 
non-combustible, with metal walls and a
metal deck roof. 

Through inspections and pre-fire
data, the firefighters know the warehouse 
contains 45-foot-tall rack storage that is 
stocked and maintained by a computer
controlled robotic conveyor system that 
moves about the facility on tracks that 
hang from the ceiling. They also know the 
facility is fully sprinklered. 

The crew is met by a warehouse em
ployee who reports smoke in the building 
and leads them to the enunciator panel in 
an office area. The panel is indicating the 
sprinklers have activated. The employee 
reports everyone has been evacuated from 
the building and is accounted for. 

As additional crews arrive on scene,
the engine company crew enters the ware
house, but smoke is banked down to floor 

level. A ladder company brings in a ther
mal imaging camera, but the fire cannot 
be located. 

The officers of the engine and ladder confer briefly, and opt to withdraw to await the arrival of the battalion chief and additional units. Conditions remain vir�ally. unchanged since their first arrival, with little smoke visible from the exterior The chief orders crews to supplement th� 
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clearing some of the smoke, but the narro.. 
aisle space between the racks make advanc.
ing the hoseline slow. 

Toe crew makes its way to a point ap.
proximately 150 feet inside the buildill@ 

where visible fire is observed to be burni�
about 40 feet above the floor. 

The fire, now fed by fresh air and n�
inhibited by the sprinklers, is picking up in
ferocity. The firefighters find it difficult to
maneuver their hose stream into a position
where it can strike the flames due to the nar
row aisles and height of the fire. The captain 
in command of the crew considers asking 

� for a ground ladder, but quickly realize it 
� will be impossible to get it inside and rai ed 
-0 -: into a climbing position. Flaming debri 
-� begins dropping on the crew from above. 
� Suddenly, one member's low-air warning
� alann goes off. Then another. And another. 
� The captain order the crew to withdraw. 
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As the last member exits the build-
sprinkler system and conduct an exterior ing, it is obvious that the fire has increa ed
reconnaissance. After approximately an dramatically in intensity. Water flow to the
hour, conditions remain unchanged and sprinklers is restored, but the fire contin
the chief decides to continue the wait-and- ues to grow unabated. Exterior operation 
see approach. As daybreak nears, the weary commence. Fourteen hours after the arrival
crews h�ve been on scene for over eight of the fire department, the warehouse i 
ho��· Light smoke continues to weep from well involved. 
building and conditions inside remain at near-zero visibility. The fire appears to have neither subsided nor gotten worse. At 9 A.M., the chief gathers all the officers at the command post to develop a plan. Frustrated at the stalemate, a plan is devised to make entry at 10 A M 12 h aft ti . . • ., ours < er 1eir arnval. Prior to entry the . . kl will b h ' sp1111 ers e s ut down and crews will many ove h d d open as 

. . r ea oors as possible to aid in ventil�tion. An engine and ladde will ceed 111 to locate th r pi o
extinguishment. 
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Hazardous Conditions The above scenario is a fictionalized ac· count of a very real type of fire that is con· 
fronting firefighters in the United States. 
High-rise rack storage warehouses are large 
"":arehouse facilities that use high-rise and 
hig�-tech rack storage systems, and pose 
tactical problems that make interior attacks 
�eacherous at best, and perhaps impossible 111 many cases. 
. The Fire Protection Research Founda·

�on (FPRF), the research arm of the Na· tional Fire Protection Association (NFPA), 
;�cen�y held a strategic planning srssioO

. Qumcy, MA, to consider the problent.
�hgh-rise rack storage facilitie arc incr�·
mg in number, size and complexity, co�ll 
manly exceeding 45 feet in height, with
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